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Today

Introduction and Course Overview

Assignments #1 and #2

Digital Images
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The Subject: Computer Graphics

Computer Graphics: 
Using computers to generate and display images

Issues that arise:
Modeling
Rendering
Animation
Perception
Lots of details...
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

Computer Graphics
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

Computer Graphics

From Star Wars Episode 1, Lucasfilm Ltd.
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

From Finding Nemo, Pixar Animation Studios

Computer Graphics
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

From Halo 2, by Bungie Entertainment

Computer Graphics
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

From Star Wars: The Force Unleashed by Lucas Arts

Computer Graphics
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

From America’s Army

Computer Graphics
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

Computer Graphics

Image from CAE Inc.
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

Computer Graphics

Carlo Sequin
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Applications (in other words,why we care)
Movies 
Video Games
Simulation
Analysis
Design
Others...

Computer Graphics

Fluid simulation w/ NASA FAST
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Course Topics 

Image representation and manipulation

2D and 3D drawing algorithms

Object representations

Rendering

Animation

Interaction techniques
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People

Prof. James O’Brien
Email: job@eecs.berkeley.edu
Office hours:   4:00 - 4:30 Mon / Wed (priority to CS 184 students)
                      2:00 - 3:00 Fri
Office location:  633 Soda Hall

T.A. Daniel Ritchie 
Email: dcritchie@berkeley.edu

Office hours:   4:00 - 5:00 Wed 
                      3:00 - 4:00 Thur
Office hours location:  751 Soda Hall

Send class related email to 
cs184@imail.eecs.berkeley.edu

T.A. Leon Barrett 
Email: leon@barrettnexus.com

Office hours:  TBA
Office hours location: TBA
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Contact Information

Class web site: 
http://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cs184
Handouts assignments, etc. will be posted there
Lecture notes posted there (hopefully) before classes

News group:
ucb.class.cs184

Server: news.csua.berkeley.edu
Username/password: usenet/gobears

Not reading newsgroup... bad idea

Email addresses on previous page...
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Computing Resources

Class accounts handed shortly

Can also use CS Labs
Linux 

Windows

Mac
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Text Book

Fundamentals of Computer Graphics 
   by Peter Shirley 

* Get the current version!

Also handouts and other supplemental 
material will be provided

See other books listed in course 
information handout
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Grading

Assignments: 40%
Mix of written and programing
Average 1 or 2 weeks to do them

Final Project: 20%
Presentation: TBA prior to midterm

Midterm: 20%
Wednesday, October 14, In class

Final: 20%
Thursday, December 17 5:00-8:00pm

Check now for conflicts!
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Prerequisites

You must know how to program C or C++
Big final project, several programing assignments

No hand holding

Data structures (CS61B)

Math: linear algebra, calc, trig
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Waitlist

Relax for now... there is lots of space.
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Reasons to participate
More fun for me and you

You learn more

I won’t give stupid little annoying quizzes in class

How to participate
Ask questions

Make comments

Stupid questions/comments
That’s okay

Class Participation
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Assignments #1 and #2

Assignment #1 
Setup CS184 account and let us know who you are

Get very simple OpenGL program working

Assignment #2
Tests math prerequisites
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Academic Honesty

If you use an external resource cite it clearly!

Don’t do things that would be considered 
dishonest... if in doubt ask.

Cheating earns you:
An ‘F’ in the class and

Getting reported to the University

No exceptions.
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Questions?
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Images

Something that represents a pattern of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

College of Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

Computer Science Division: Spring 2005 CS-184 Foundations of Computer Graphics

Professor: James O’Brien

T.A.’s: Ashley Eden and Adam Bargteil

Assignment 1
Point value: 40 pts

This homework must be done individually. Submission date is Thursday, January 27th 2005, at
midnight in the CS-184 in-box in 283 Soda

Introduction: Some of these questions may look a little di!cult. If they do, considerreviewing
how dot products and cross products are formed, how matrices are multiplied with vectors and with
each other, how determinants are formed and what eigenvalues are. This exercise could take a very
long time if you don’t think carefully about each problem, but good solutions will use about one
line per question. Many textbooks supply expressions for the area of a triangle and for the volume
of a pyramid, which you may find useful.

You must write neatly. If the assignment cannot be read, it cannot be graded. If
you find that you make a mess as you work out the solution, then you should use scrap paper
for working it out and copy it down neatly for turning in. If you are feeling particularly intrepid,
consider formatting your solutions with LATEX.

Question 1: Two vectors in the plane, i and j, have the following properties (i · i means the
dot product between i and i): i · i = 1, i · j = 0, j · j = 1.

1. Is there a vector k, that is not equal to i, such that: k · k = 1, k · j = 0? What is it? Are
there many vectors with these properties?

2. Is there a vector k such that: k · k = 1, k · j = 0, k · i = 0? Why not?

3. If i and j were vectors in 3D, how would the answers to the above questions change?

Question 2: For three points on the plane (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3) show that the deter-
minant of !

"#
x1 y1 1
x2 y2 1
x3 y3 1

$

%&

is proportional to the area of the triangle whose corners are the three points. If these points lie on
a straight line, what is the value of the determinant? Does this give a useful test to tell whether
three points lie on a line? Why do you think so?

Question 3: The equation of a line in the plane is ax + by + c = 0. Given two points on the
plane, show how to find the values of a, b, c for the line that passes through those two points. You
may find the answer to question 2 useful here.

Question 4: Let e1 = (1, 0, 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 1). Show that if {i, j, k} is {1, 2, 3},
{2, 3, 1}, or {3, 1, 2}, then ei ! ej = ek, where ! is the cross product. Now show that if {i, j, k} is
{1, 3, 2}, {3, 2, 1} or {2, 1, 3}, then ei ! ej = "ek.
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based
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Vector- or 
stroke-based

PS Type 1
font
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional

Okan Arikan

Well, this used to be in an
object based representation...
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional

Mandelbrot Fractal Plot by Vincent Stahl
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Images

Something that represents a patten of light 
that will be perceived by something

Computer representations
Sampled (pixel based)

Object based

Functional

“Spiral Crossed” by Sandor Kabai

Function→Polygons→Pixels
Think about making edits...
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Storing Images

Object and Function representations 
basically arbitrary  ...later...

Raster Images
2D array of memory
Pixels store different things

Intensity 
RGB color
Depth
Others...

May be mapped to special HW
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Storing Images

Object and Function representations 
basically arbitrary  ...later...

Raster Images
2D array of memory
Pixels store different things

Intensity (scalar value, e.g. float, int)
RGB color (vector value)
Depth
Others...

May be mapped to special HW

Stephen Chenney
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Discretization

Real world and “object” representations are 
continuous.

Raster images have discrete pixel locations 
and discrete pixel values

We will see problems from this soon...
Stephen Chenney
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High Dynamic Range Images

Jack Tumblin
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High Dynamic Range Images

Dynamic range of the human eye >> range 
of standard monitors

Eye adjusts as we look aroundFrom the SIGGRAPH’97 Conference Proceedings, August 1997

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8: (a) An actual photograph, taken with conventional print film at two seconds and scanned to PhotoCD. (b) The high dynamic range
radiance map, displayed by linearly mapping its entire dynamic range into the dynamic range of the display device. (c) The radiance map,
displayed by linearly mapping the lower of its dynamic range to the display device. (d) A false-color image showing relative radiance
values for a grayscale version of the radiance map, indicating that the map contains over five orders of magnitude of useful dynamic range.
(e) A rendering of the radiance map using adaptive histogram compression. (f) A rendering of the radiance map using histogram compression
and also simulating various properties of the human visual system, such as glare, contrast sensitivity, and scotopic retinal response. Images
(e) and (f) were generated by a method described in [23]. Images (d-f) courtesy of Gregory Ward Larson.
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Paul Debevec and Jitenrda Malik
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Perception

The eye does not see intensity values...
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Perception
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Perception
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Perception
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Storing Images

Digital file formats
TIFF, JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, PPM, etc. ...

Compression (lossless and lossy)

Interlaced (e.g. NTSC television)

Tend to be complex... use libraries

Mapping to memory
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